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Expanding
Your Business with
Textile Printing

I

n the wide-format digital printing industry, the term "textile" is used to encompass
a variety of applications, materials, and processes. These include wearables, soft signage,
interior decor, environmental, or ocher applications using dye sublimation, direct-to-fabric
printing, or a transfer process. These technologies have seen a resurgence, driven by the
shift from traditional analog screen printing to digital wide-format production.

There is a growing trend towards soft signage in the exhibit industry due to it being lightweight,
easily rolled and packaged, and more durable than many hard surface graphics. Exhibits of all
sizes are a good opportunity for soft signage, from short- (tradeshows) to mid-term (art shows)
applications. For example, a six-month art exhibit might use indoor soft signage for wayfinding
and outdoor banners for promotional purposes.
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Pictured on the cover is the
Mimaki TXl-1600 digital textile
inkjet printer. Thi s particular
model was introduced by Mimaki
in 2001 and is still going strong at
Philadelphia University's Kanbar
College of Design, Engineering
and Commerce. The Center
for Excellence in Digital Inkjet
Printing of Textiles at Philadelphia
University was launched in 2000 to
enhance and promote the digital
textile printing industries.

Likewise, soft signage is attractive for retailers and brand managers because it can be used to
produce wind sails, dancers, and other attention-grabbing applications that are easy to handle
and less expensive to ship.

Screech-frame fabric light boxes are gaining in popularity as they can be made to look like
design elements in a retail or office environment, or as part of an exhibit. The vibrant colors
produced by direct-to-fabric printing ensure colors are vibrant, even when backlit.

Interior decor is another area that offers great opportunities. Environmental graphics for office
lobbies, medical treatment areas, hotel rooms, etc., are desirable because of their softer feel chat
imparts a feeling of horniness. Wallcoverings, wallpaper, flooring and macs, curtains, upholstery,
wall art, and bed coverings can all be produced digitally.
Across the board, there is a reemergence in wide-format business opportunities using digital
transfer, direct dye sublimation, and other textile printing technologies. This is due to the
increased availability of specialty application fabrics designed for high fashion, performance
apparel, and industrial textiles. W ith an increasing selection of fabrics, new and emerging
markets are open to chis technology.

Everyone involved in the screen or commercial printing, events, and graphic arts industries can
grow their businesses and increase profitability through digital textile and fabric printing. One
off or short-run fabric printing using a direct-print process to enhance promotional campaigns is
now an easily achievable and highly profitable way to expand business opportunities.

Ken VanHorn
Vice President
Mimaki USA
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pressure, and dwell time (the length of
time the heat and pressure are applied).
Maxwell explains that the heat press, a
critical component of a shop's dye sub
printing capabilities, is an important
purchase that often isn't given sufficient
consideration. "Heat presses vary greatly
in size based on need, and require more
space and power to operate," he continues.
"Customers should purchase a heat press
that can meet their expansion needs over a
period of time, as heat presses are durable
and will last for years."
For shops that have worked strictly in
direct-print applications, the workflow of
dye sub printing takes a bit of adjustment
at first, but the benefits more than
compensate. "Dye sublimation offers
just-in-time production on many different
types of polyester fabrics or polyester
coated surfaces," says Maxwell, adding that

spaces on materials such as aluminum to
promotional items such as mouse pads,
key chains, phone cases, and puzzles."
Another benefit to dye sub? There's
no drying time. Media is ready for
finishing and shipping as soon as the
printing is complete.

WITH MIMAKl'S HELP ...
So, what does Mimaki bring to the table to
help you enter the dye sub market?

most innovative and integrated products in
the world. Mimaki believes in providing a
solution to fit the needs of almost anyone
interested in printing."
Mimaki presents a range of dye sub
systems, from entry level to high
productivity, making the technology an
easy addition for your shop. Various
options include:

the colors are more vibrant on graphics

"Mimaki believes in delivering quality prod

• The 77-inch, roll-to-roll TS300P-1800

produced using dye sub compared to those
produced by other print technologies. "Not

ucts, at an affordable cost, to match the
workflow production level for a wide va

production dye sublimation printer for

only can PSPs offer a wide range of fabric
based products, but as more polyester
coated technologies are introduced, they're

riety of customers' needs," says Maxwell,

textile printing and other applications

"all through an integrated design process.
Our products are simple to use and de

requiring transfer to rigid surfaces; also

now able to offer products that range
from signage in commercial and retail

signed to deliver results. Our engineering
processes happen to deliver some of the

pink inks;

mid-range production, designed for

now available with fluorescent yellow and

• And the most recent addition to Mimaki's

Fluorescent Inks

dye sub lineup, the TSSOOP-3200 printer, a

Dye sublimation delivers the most vivid, eye-catching graphics possible. Now, PSPs can
offer even more dramatic output through Mimaki's recently announced fluorescent pink
and yellow hues in its line of Sb410 dye sublimation inks. Designed for use with the
TS300P dye sublimation printer, the neon-like effects that can be produced with these

textile applications such interior decor,

new shades will be particularly appealing in the sports and fashion apparel markets - as
well as the safety wearables market - though they can help all types of clients achieve
graphics that stand out from the pack.
Along with the new fluorescent inks, Mimaki also added a light black to the Sb410 line,
engineered to print smoother gradations for applications such as monochromatic pho
tographs. Like the fluorescents hues, the light black can be read by the RIP through an
extended multicolor gamut, or as a spot color addition in a standard workflow.
"We believe our Sb line has the most finely-tuned and versatile inks for dye
sublimation printing available," says Maxwell. "The majority of our customer base
uses Sb inks in a standard four-color setup. Even though only a small portion of the
dye sublimation market demands them, fluorescent inks have become very popular
in sportswear in recent years. The company has developed special fluorescent colors
to expand the potential of the Sb line to meet current and future demands."

129-inch model designed for superwide
hospitality fabrics, soft signage, and retail
graphics.
"Mimaki has specially formulated
combinations of printing and ink
technologies, all manufactured inhouse
to improve quality, reliability, and
speed," says Maxwell. "As a result of
our commitment to quality and ease of
use, we can accommodate start-ups and
established printers with a consistent
approach." !Zl

